
Winner of the 2003 Governor General’s Literary 
Award

“The paintings are both simple and profound, 
serene and dynamic.” —The Globe and Mail

“Based on Cree painter Allen Sapp’s childhood 
memories of life on a reserve in Saskatchewan, The 
Song Within My Heart tells of a young boy who is 
getting ready to go to a powwow. Bouchard’s 
lyrical text, with its thoughtfully chosen words, 
evokes a quiet, introspective mood. Richly textured 
and infused with an almost radiant light quality, 
the illustrations reinforce strongly the simplicity of 
life on the reserve, the significance of the powwow 
and the love between grandmother and grandson.” 
—CM Magazine
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In The First Flute, David Bouchard tells the story of a 
young man given the name Dancing Raven. He is a 
dancer—the best from all the nations. But the other 
men and boys in his village don’t appreciate 
Dancing Raven’s talent—hunting, fishing and 
tracking are the truly important talents. Dancing 
Raven must prove to his village the importance of 
his song.
English/Dakota: 978-0-88995-475-5
French/Dakota:  978-0-88995-491-5

Award-winning Métis author David Bouchard introduces 
the latest books in his First Languages series. 

English/Cree: 
978-0-88995-500-4
French/Cree: 
978-0-88995-501-1

All books in series: $24.95 Hardcover, 32pp, accompanied with audio CD



Before two-leggeds walked on Mother Earth ...  
the four-leggeds, swimmers, crawlers and flyers  

gathered for a Great Council ...
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the art of david jEan

the music of manantial
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